	
  

Vinyl Record and Stylus Cleaning Instructions
Using The Vinyl Record Cleaning Fluid
Contains special ingredients that deeply penetrate removing dirt, dust, grease and grime from the grooves
whilst actively reducing static and giving your cherished vinyl a gleaming shine and better sound!
1) Choose a flat, stable and non-abrasive clean surface on which to place the disc to be cleaned – the
turntable platter is the most popular choice.
2) Spray the vinyl record cleaner fluid directly onto the surface of the record, avoiding the centre label - one
to three sprays per side is usually ample for a 12" LP.
3) Use a microfibre cloth to wipe around in a circular motion anti-clockwise, buffing several times.
4) Wipe until completely dry and repeat if necessary.
5) Flip over and repeat on the other side
Using The Vinyl Record Carbon Fibre Brush (supplied with ultimate care kit)
With your record on the turntable platter, gently place the brush over the record so that the tips of the brush
just ‘tickle’ the surface. While holding the brush delicately in place, let the turntable platter spin a few times.
The front row of fibres will collect most of the dust and by gently scooping up the front row of fibres it will
allow the rear row to catch anything missed by the front prior to lifting the brush clear of the record. The
handle has been purposely designed to flick any dust off the fibres when folding it over the fibres for
storage so there’s no need to touch the fibres with greasy fingers.
Top tip… Once your cloth has become soiled buy a new one. Washing it will leave soap residue that could
cause streaking on your records. You can however, clean it in warm distilled water only.
Vinyl record cleaner is not suitable for use on vintage 78rpm shellac records.
Using The Stylus Cleaning Fluid
The stylus cleaning fluid contains special ingredients that will remove particle build up from your record
player needle and quickly evaporates after use.
Use the brush built into the cap to apply the fluid to the separate bristle brush, which is then used to clean
your stylus. This simple transfer method controls exactly how much fluid goes onto the cleaning brush,
ensuring only a small amount of fluid reaches the stylus.
Use the bristle brush to carefully clean your stylus with back to front strokes only. Be very gentle cleaning
your stylus as it is extremely delicate. For stylus cleaning only and not other areas of your cartridge.
If you bought our ultimate care kit you’ll also find enclosed a CREDIT CARD SIZE MAGNIFIER for close up
examination of your stylus, an AIR BLOWER for those annoying bits of fluff that always seem to get
trapped round the needle and great for blowing hairs and debris from your records without contact and a
TARGET BUBBLE LEVEL to ensure your platter and tone arm are perfectly level for best tracking.
Tutti Audio’s professional vinyl and stylus cleaning fluid formulations are fully tried, tested and produced by
a leading trusted and acclaimed specialist in the field of vinyl care.

